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Canon uniFLOW Online
Outstanding Cloud Output Management  
Solution

Between the cost of print and the infrastructure required to support it, businesses 
have good reason to lift as much of their print infrastructure to the cloud as 
possible. Canon uniFLOW, developed by NT-Ware Systemprogrammierung GmbH 
and sold exclusively through Canon and approved resellers, enables businesses 
to monitor, control, and secure print activity, track and recoup print costs, simplify 
mobile printing, optimize scan workflows, and manage output devices through a 
single platform hosted in the cloud. Not only does it eliminate costly infrastructure 
that requires a lot of IT attention, but it also helps businesses prevent print costs 
from running out of control, streamline digital workflows that intersect with paper-
based information, increase worker productivity, and secure sensitive information 
that can be accessed at the MFP.

“There aren’t many solutions that can wrap up cost tracking, securing printing, 
mobile printing, scan workflow, and device management into a single solution like 
uniFLOW does—for that reason, uniFLOW Online takes home the Outstanding 
Cloud Output Management Solution for the third year in a row,” said Lee Davis, 
Associate Director of Software/Scanners at Keypoint Intelligence. “The latest 

Canon uniFLOW Online has claimed the Buyers 
Lab (BLI) 2021 Pick Award for Outstanding 
Cloud Output Management Solution from 
Keypoint Intelligence thanks to its…

• Strong portfolio of features compared 
to other cloud-based output 
management solutions

• Improved productivity at the MFP 
thanks to robust MFP-embedded 
applications that support easy-to-use 
scan/capture/route and secure print 
release functionality

• Outstanding mobile support through 
the uniFLOW Online Print & Scan app

• Microsoft Universal Print integration
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For almost 60 years, clients in the digital imaging industry have relied on Keypoint 
Intelligence for independent hands-on testing, lab data, and extensive market research 
to drive their product and sales success. Keypoint Intelligence has been recognized as the 
industry’s most trusted resource for unbiased information, analysis, and awards due to 
decades of analyst experience. Customers have harnessed this mission-critical knowledge 
for strategic decision-making, daily sales enablement, and operational excellence—
improving business goals and increasing bottom lines. With a central focus on clients, 
Keypoint Intelligence continues to evolve as the industry changes by expanding offerings 
and updating methods, while intimately understanding and serving manufacturers’, 
channels’, and their customers’ transformation in the digital printing and imaging sector.

About Keypoint Intelligence 

Document Imaging Software Picks stand alone in the industry and are hard-earned 
awards as they are based on rigorous testing, including evaluation of key attributes such 
as features, usability, and value. Each product that passes its lab test earns a Platinum, 
Gold, Silver, or Bronze rating, with the best performers qualifying as Pick contenders.

About Buyers Lab Software Pick Awards

iteration expands on its already robust portfolio of features and functionalities, adding 
improved scan workflow, security, device and print management, and mobile printing 
capabilities as well as integration with Microsoft Universal Print.”
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